
Members Liaison Committee 
 

Meeting 14th June 2019 
7.00pm in the Clubhouse 

 
1. Present 
G. Smith, E. Raistrick, C. Lannin, I. Clark, D. Mennie, D. Scott 
Apologies 
Martin Andrews, Duncan Thomson, G. McGill, Hector MacLean 
 
2. Course 
DS gave an update on the course saying that the start of the season had been very dry this resulted 
in late and inconsistent growth. All fertilizer and treatments were down and was he happy to report 
that there was now good growth and the team were now lowering cutting heights to produce good 
definition around the site. All felt that the course was well defined and in good condition. 
 
DS then went on to report on the clover that was now visible in areas around the course.DS said that 
prior to the US Kids event the clover was only just beginning to grow but from just before the event 
to just after the plants had grown vigorously. It was not possible to spray the clover during the US 
Kids event and there have only been a few points since the event finished where the weather has 
been good enough to spray. DS said he was pleased to report that there are a large number of areas 
that had now been sprayed and the clover was already dying back, remaining areas would be 
sprayed as weather allows. There was then a wider discussion about long term plans to reduce the 
impact of the clover and creeping weed (Vetch) around the site this will include, scarifying, 
overseeding as well as cutting, bailing and removing rough in the winter. 
 
DS reported that the work on some of the bunkers to reduce the depth and form a bowl shape with 
soil bases had proved successful and would continue to be rolled out over the coming winters. C 
Lannin did comment that the bunker faces on the 6th still seemed quite vertical, DS to look and pass 
comment to Greens Staff. DS also said that the Greens Staff had just purchased some rollers and the 
areas around the faces, sides and backs of the bunkers would be rolled and compacted and the 
middle sections of the bunkers would be raked it is hoped this will also help with roll back. 
 
DS confirmed that the mats for the concrete pads on the South Links would arrive on the 27th June. 
Foresters from the estate would then cut back and remove some trees to allow play to continue 
from the new pads from that point.  
 
DS informed the group that J. Porteous was now Assistant General Manager and he would be 
directly looking after all golf related operations and would attend future MLC meetings. The group 
welcomed the change. 
 
3. Clubhouse 
E Raistrick commented that whilst the members lounge was very good there were times it was very 
quiet and wondered if there were ways to incentivise members to use the lounge. There was a wide 
discussion on offers, usage etc. Ideas to be looked at next meeting. E Raistrick also commented that 
there had been a few staff changes and to allow members to engage better with staff could name 
badges be considered. DS to speak with Anne Burns. 
 
4. Events and Handicaps 
Championship Qualifying – An email was received from R French asking for the consideration of a 2 
round qualifying for the Club Championship. The group discussed the merits of this and the format 



of the event should it move to two rounds. All felt that it should be moved to two rounds and the 
event should be consecutive weeks and as Saturday medals are more popular it should be held on 
consecutive Saturdays. 2 scores to count for the qualifying. Consideration to be given to the 
qualifying categories suggestion is A championship is up to 9 handicap DS to place this in the 2020 
fixtures. 
 
Seniors Championship – C Lannin asked the group if there was merit in a Seniors Championship. The 
group felt that there was already the Seniors Matchplay and there were some Seniors who could 
qualify for the main Championship. Item to be kept active and discussed further at next meeting. 
 
Shotgun Events – DS reported that entries to the last couple of shotgun events went well and there 
were no wait lists. The group then had a discussion on how to vary formats or handicaps so there 
was a mix of winners over the various events. E Raistrick suggested looking at categories e.g. 
handicap categories, ladies team etc. G Smith suggested raising the handicap allowance for the 
teams to 40%. DS to look back at previous events and work out if this would have any effect. 
 
World Handicapping – Scottish Golf have arranged seminars in August which DS and J. Porteous will 
attend. There are still a number of issues to be ironed out by the World Handicapping authority and 
also CONGU. DS will keep the MLC and wider membership up to date with progress. 
 
 
5. AOCB 
DS asked for final thoughts on how best to communicate to members, after a wide discussion it was 
felt that email was the best method. Monthly email to be sent to include details on Course, 
Clubhouse and results. ***Note after meeting it was suggested that the MLC minutes be sent or link 
referenced in email. Minutes to also be put on web site as at present and copies printed for lounge. 
DS said he would welcome any items from members for possible inclusion on the Club website or on 
facebook or twitter. 
 
DS wanted to minute his thanks for the help that John Murdoch and Martin Souness had provided to 
date in organising volunteers for the Scottish Open. There was some concern over a lack of 
information on the Ladies Scottish Open. DS to liaise with John Murdoch to clarify. DS confirmed he 
was waiting for final plans for the Scottish Seniors Open but we would use volunteers for ball 
spotting and walking marshals, all felt this would be more worthwhile. 
 
Date of Next Meeting Saturday 14th September 3.00pm  
 
Meeting closed. 
 
 
 

 
 


